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In today’s CAM market people really want to know where their money goes – true for custom post maintenance 
like everything else.  It has been our experience that most part programmers are just part programmers; they don’t 
know how to cost-justify maintenance, and all management usually sees is the price – not good for you or for us. 

WHY? There are several good reasons to opt for this service: 

1. When we’re contracted to create & deliver a "custom post", despite our attempts to thoroughly test all 
possible scenarios it is inevitable that we don’t catch everything, even in the 90-day initial product warranty 
period.  For example,  

a. You may later find minor syntax changes that occur in certain situations that you must change in 
each output file – pesky and sometimes dangerous if you forget. 

b. Your machine distributor may have shown you a new canned cycle or installed a CNC software 
upgrade that we didn’t know about at the time. 

c. We could cite numerous examples here, but you get the idea.  
2. The SURFCAM system is constantly being improved, and minor changes (enhancements and corrections) 

implemented after a custom post has been delivered can cause improper output.  
3. We are constantly improving the core library routines that a custom post depends on – these retrieve data, 

sometimes scanning ahead to determine what is coming next so we can handle certain situations.  Here are 
a few examples:   

a. Our SPost library routine that scans the entire input file to create a tool list at the start of a job has 
been recently enhanced to provide extended descriptions. 

b. The SPost routine that pre-scans each multi-axis path to determine the angle pair that will result in 
the minimum number of repositioning sequences. 

c. Improvements in warning messages with a summary at the end of a job with path and/or input 
line numbers where the error happened. 

4. You may have installed your custom posts on a new PC, and afterwards there’s something just not the 
same as before. 

WHAT? What we do for a maintenance release: 

A. Re-test your custom post with the latest version of SURFCAM and correct or accommodate any changes 
that we find. 

B. Recompile using our latest core library routines. 
C. Implement changes per your markup and feedback. 
D. Update the user notes and installation notes accordingly. 

 NOTE: Next page contains our official Custom Post Maintenance Agreement - all services we legally commit to. 
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General This Agreement is between CAMCAD Technologies, Inc, ("CAMCAD") and the end user ("END-USER") 
identified below for ongoing support of CAMCAD Custom Postprocessors.  For the fees paid, CAMCAD 
will provide "CAMCAD Services" to the End-User. 

Term The initial term of this AGREEMENT is twelve (12) months from the initial warranty expiration date.  It is 
renewable yearly thereafter for twelve (12) month periods at the current fee at time of renewal.  
CAMCAD may change terms or fees upon thirty (30) days written notice. 

CAMCAD Services 

Phone Email Web CAMCAD will provide phone and virtual desktop support Monday through Friday between 8:30 AM 
and 5:00 PM CST at 1-888-773-1254, including 24-hour voice mail support.  Efforts will be made to answer 
all phone calls as received; however, if no CAMCAD support person is available and the End-User 
requests a response, CAMCAD will use reasonable efforts to return calls within 2 working hours.  The 
CAMCAD Web-Site: http://www.camcadtech.com supports large file upload and e-mail: 
support@camcadtech.com. 

Software Repairs If a Postprocessor does not function as stated in the original specs, CAMCAD will provide a firm schedule 
for corrections within 24-hours of receipt of an accurate and detailed problem description, including a 
SURFCAM SCPRT test program, marked up output file(s), and written description of correct output.  If a 
CAMCAD-approved vendor's product is the cause of the problem, CAMCAD will make efforts to provide 
an acceptable work-around and will communicate the problem to the vendor upon request.   

 CAMCAD has no responsibility to correct problems that (a) are based on END-USER's use of a non-
current release of a vendor's product if such problems would be avoided by using the then-current 
release; (b) arise from the use of incompatible computer software, hardware, or related equipment; or (c) 
arise from issues in the vendor's CAM software.  Shipping and media charges will apply for interim 
versions if email is not appropriate or the END-USER cannot download the repaired version from 
CAMCAD's public FTP site. 

Change Request Classifications 

All change requests for Custom Postprocessors covered under an active Maintenance Agreement fall into one of the following 
three categories and will be responded to as shown below.  Off-maintenance requests will be quoted at CAMCAD's standard 
consulting rate of $150/hr, 4-hour minimum: 

Bugs Bugs are deficiencies that were defined in the original specifications that prevent use of the Postprocessor.  
Examples are system crashes, incorrect output, or missing functionality.  These items will be repaired at 
no added cost. 

Modifications Modifications are changes to the way the Postprocessor works that arise after final acceptance.  If 
CAMCAD determines a Modification request is minor, CAMCAD may choose to implement a 
Modification at no cost, however, CAMCAD reserves the right to quote Modifications at an additional 
implementation cost. 

Enhancements Enhancements are new features not defined in the original specifications.  CAMCAD reserves the right to 
quote an additional implementation cost for any Enhancement. 

 END-USER   CAMCAD 

Company Name:  ____________________________  Company Name: CAMCAD Technologies, Inc. 

Signed By:  ____________________________  Signed By:   ____________________________  

Title:  ____________________________  Title:  President ___________________  

Date:  ____________________________  Effective Date:  ____________________________  
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